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ABSTRACT
Background: In bi-hormonal closed-loop systems for treatment of diabetes, glucagon sometimes
fails to prevent hypoglycemia. We evaluated glucagon responses during several closed-loop
studies to determine factors, such as gain factors, responsible for glucagon success and failure.
Methods: We extracted data from four closed-loop studies, examining blood glucose excursions
over the 50 minutes after each glucagon dose and defining hypoglycemic failure as glucose
values < 60 mg/dl. Secondly, we evaluated hyperglycemic excursions within the same period,
where glucose was > 180 mg/dl. We evaluated several factors for association with rates of
hypoglycemic failure or hyperglycemic excursion. These factors included age, weight, HbA1c,

duration of diabetes, gender, automation of glucagon delivery, glucagon dose, proportional and
derivative errors (PE and DE), insulin on board (IOB), night vs. day delivery, and point sensor
accuracy.
Results: We analyzed a total of 251 glucagon deliveries during 59 closed-loop experiments
performed on 48 subjects. Glucagon successfully maintained glucose within target (60 – 180
mg/dl) in 195 (78%) of instances with 40 (16%) hypoglycemic failures and 16 (6%)
hyperglycemic excursions. A multivariate logistic regression model identified PE (p<0.001), DE
(p<0.001), and IOB (p<0.001) as significant determinants of success in terms of avoiding
hypoglycemia. Using a model of glucagon absorption and action, simulations suggested that the
success rate for glucagon would be improved by giving an additional 0.8 mcg/kg.
Conclusion: We conclude that glucagon fails to prevent hypoglycemia when it is given at a low
glucose threshold and when glucose is falling steeply. We also confirm that high IOB
significantly increases the risk for glucagon failures. Tuning of glucagon subsystem parameters
may help reduce this risk.

INTRODUCTION
While intensive treatment of type 1 diabetes is associated with improvement in the
hemoglobin A1c and decreased risk of long-term complications (1,2), it increases the risk of
hypoglycemia (3,4). Commercially available glucagon is effective in treating hypoglycemia (5),
but it is not approved for use in preventing hypoglycemia. Additionally, the dose (1 mg) is
supra-physiologic and may be associated with rebound hyperglycemia. Smaller doses of
glucagon may be sufficient to treat mild or impending hypoglycemia when given manually (6,7)
as well as in a closed-loop system (8).
Insulin pump therapy for type 1 diabetes has become commonplace in medicine today,
with the move towards automated insulin infusion via closed-loop system being the natural next
step forward (9,10). Most closed-loop systems only deliver the hormone insulin (11,12).
Suspension of insulin delivery in anticipation of hypoglycemia (‘low glucose suspend’ systems,
e.g. Paradigm® VeoTM) has proven quite useful for reducing hypoglycemia (13) however, the
slow absorption of insulin from the subcutaneous space makes prediction of glucose trends
difficult, and withholding insulin alone may not be sufficient to prevent hypoglycemia (14).
Kadish first proposed dual hormone use in 1964 (15), and then more recently several
investigators in the field of closed-loop systems have developed bi-hormonal systems with both
insulin and glucagon (8,16-19). These studies have shown that small subcutaneous doses of
glucagon help reduce the incidence and duration of hypoglycemia.
Our group uses an indirect adaptive proportional-derivative (APD) controller to calculate
subcutaneous delivery rates of insulin and glucagon (20). Proportional and derivative gain
factors used to determine insulin and glucagon delivery rates in the fading memory proportional
derivative (FMPD) system, the precursor to the APD, were initially determined during animal

studies (21). Castle et al showed that glucagon delivery using high-gain parameters (“front
loading”) was more effective than low-gain parameters in reducing the frequency of
hypoglycemia (8). In the ideal situation, control algorithms should calculate a sufficient glucagon
dose to keep blood glucose within the normal range – not to overshoot (causing hyperglycemia)
or to undershoot (failing to prevent hypoglycemia).
Additionally, there are other factors that can affect the glycemic response of glucagon
(22). It is well known that glucagon is the counter-regulatory hormone to insulin, but when
insulin-on-board (IOB) is high, the effect of glucagon may be blunted, or even absent altogether
(14,22,23). Glucagon raises blood glucose by glycogenolysis and its response can be affected by
glycogen stores in the liver. Potentially, the effect of glucagon may be blunted if the glycogen
stores in the liver are low such as in fasting states.
Unlike with insulin, there are few available glucagon absorption and action models based
on subcutaneous delivery (24) and one of the concerns about using glucagon in a bi-hormonal
system is the antagonistic behavior between insulin and glucagon. It is possible that, if the
glucagon delivery gain factors are set too high, unstable oscillation between hypo and
hyperglycemia could occur. For this reason, we aim to maximize the effect of glucagon in
preventing hypoglycemia while minimizing subsequent rebound hyperglycemia.
The primary aim of this paper is to elucidate factors that determine the likelihood of
glucagon success when given in small doses in bi-hormonal closed-loop systems. The secondary
aim is to determine the effect of the current gain factors used to calculate glucagon doses within
our control algorithm on the risk of failure, and to tune the algorithm to improve the success rate.

METHODS
Studies: We extracted data from four studies performed by our group in Portland OR, looking at
blood and sensor glucose excursions after doses of glucagon are given. A total of 48 subjects
underwent 59 closed-loop studies. We reviewed all patient sessions, whether or not the study was
completed. Subject data obtained included age, weight, diabetes duration, and HbA1c. These
studies were performed at Oregon Health and Science University and Legacy hospitals (both
Portland, OR) between 2009 and 2013, after receiving approval from the respective review
boards (see Table 1). The algorithm used to calculate glucagon delivery was exactly the same in
all studies (20), except that in the first study, glucagon doses were not scaled based on the
estimated IOB. Glucagon was given via a manually controlled syringe pump (Medfusion 2001)
in the first two studies, while it was automatically delivered via an insulin pump (Omnipod
system, Insulet, Bedford, MA) loaded with glucagon in the last two studies.
Data extraction: We evaluated all subcutaneous deliveries of glucagon during these closed-loop
studies along with the glucose response. Sensor glucose was measured every 5 minutes during all
four studies, while blood glucose was measured every 10 minutes during glucagon vs. placebo
(GvP) and steroid studies (SS), every hour during the day and every two hours during the night
for the in-patient (IP) study, and every two hours during the day and every three hours during
night for the out-patient (OP) study. In this paper we analyzed sensor glucose over 50 minutes
after glucagon injection to determine success or failure, and we included an assessment of the
relative difference between blood and sensor glucose values whenever both were available. A
window of 50 minutes was used because the APD control algorithm uses a 50-minute refractory
period for glucagon after a threshold dose was delivered. This threshold dose varies from a lower
limit of 0.4 mcg/kg to an upper limit of 2.0 mcg/kg, based on the current calculated IOB (up to

an IOB of 20% of the subject’s total daily insulin requirement), and represents the maximum
allowed dose of glucagon during the last 50 minutes of closed-loop running. Failure of glucagon
to prevent hypoglycemia was defined by a fall in glucose levels below 60 mg/dl during the 50minute window, while a hyperglycemic excursion was defined as a rise in glucose levels above
180 mg/dl during the same window. A hypoglycemic failure took precedence over a
hyperglycemic excursion within the 50-minute window, such that only one of the two could be
defined per instance of glucagon delivery. Additionally, we separated instances of glucagon
delivery based on whether a single dose was given or multiple doses were given before the
refractory period was activated (multiple doses could have been given during the 50 minute
period if the first glucagon delivery did not reach the maximum dose allowed within 50 minutes).
The algorithm uses exponentially-decaying weighted estimates of the PE and DE over the prior
15 and 10 minutes respectively (PE weight = 0.3, DE weight = 0.4 min-1), along with preset gain
factors for the error terms (PE gain = -2.7, DE gain = -0.6), to calculate glucagon doses (21). The
gain factors are negative since the glucagon subsystem is activated in reverse to the insulin
subsystem, i.e. when glucose is below the target, the weighted PE is negative, and when glucose
is falling, the weighted DE is negative. Multiplying a negative gain factor with a negative PE or
DE value would yield positive glucagon infusion rates in these circumstances, and the sum of
these two components gives the raw glucagon infusion rate. These positive components of the
glucagon infusion rate were utilized in this analysis, and they will be referred to as wPE and
wDE for the remainder of the paper. The final rate is limited by a 50 minute refractory period
that is triggered when a maximum amount of glucagon has already been delivered. The
maximum amount of glucagon that can be delivered within a 50 minute period is, itself, scaled
based on estimated insulin-on-board (IOB). Estimates of IOB at the time of glucagon delivery

were included in the multivariate analysis. We also evaluated sensor accuracy in relation to
glucagon delivery, and the relative difference (RD - based on ISO standards (25)) closest to each
glucagon delivery was assessed. These values are not a measure of the sensor accuracy overall,
but rather a representation of sensor discrepancy at the time of glucagon delivery. Finally,
because insulin target glucose was changed between daytime (7 am to 11 pm: 115 mg/dl) and
nighttime (140 mg/dl), we included day vs. night delivery as a factor that may have affected
success rate.
Estimating Glucagon Effect: In an effort to better understand and simulate how altering glucagon
dose could improve performance of the APD control algorithm, we simulated glucagon action by
adapting both a pharmacokinetic model (24) and pharmacodynamic model (26) to predict
changes in glucose over the time course of each of the 251 glucagon deliveries. The model
assumed that 1) insulin effect was already accounted for in the measured glucose data, and 2)
that adjusted glucose values (after applying the model of glucagon action) were not significantly
affected by insulin. The same assumption was applied to non-insulin mediated glucose uptake
(glucose effectiveness). In summary, the pharmacokinetic model is given by…
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…where Qgg1, Qgg2, and Qgg3 are the compartments of glucagon absorption (two
subcutaneous and one central compartment, respectively, with units of mg/kg); kgg1, kgg2, ke1,
and ke2 are rate constants of glucagon transition through the compartments (two inter-

compartment transfer constants and two elimination constants, respectively, with units of min-1);
Ugg(t) is the rate of subcutaneous glucagon infusion in mg/kg/min; Gg is plasma glucagon
concentration in pg/ml above the already delivered amount; and Vdgg is the volume of
distribution of glucagon in ml/kg. The parmacodynamic model is given by…
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…where Y is glucagon action on glucose production; SN is glucagon sensitivity; and p3 is the
rate constant describing the dynamics of glucagon action (min-1), as described in Herrero et al
2012. Values of SN and p3 were averaged from published estimates. For this paper, Ggb is
considered 0 since the pharmacokinetic model describes only the additional glucagon delivered,
and assumptions 1) and 2) above condense equation [6] to the following…
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…in order to determine the change in glucose by additional glucagon given. The additional
change in glucose was then added to consecutive glucose values, and the new discrete glucose
values were utilized in equation [7] iteratively.
Statistical analysis: Generalized estimating equations (GEE) were employed for analysis of
success rates among variables due to repeated measures among separate subjects, building a
multivariate model of all factors to determine odds ratios for successful glucagon delivery
(family – binomial, link – logit, correlation – exchangeable, robust option on). Categorical
variables were separately identified (gender, automation, nighttime delivery, and multiple
dosing) within the model. Statistical significance was set at p = 0.05. Estimation of glucagon
effect was performed in Microsoft Excel 2010 (Microsoft, Redmond, WA). All statistical
analyses were performed using STATA-12 (StataCorp LP, College Station, TX).

RESULTS
Across all four studies reviewed, we evaluated a total of 251 glucagon calls delivered by
the pump without interruption. Glucagon was successful at both preventing hypoglycemia and
not overshooting to cause rebound hyperglycemia in 195 (78%) instances. In the remaining 22%
of instances, there were a total of 40 hypoglycemic failures (16% of all doses, 71% of
unsuccessful events) and 16 hyperglycemic excursions (6% of all doses, 29% of all unsuccessful
events). Changing the lower threshold to 70 mg/dl increased the total hypoglycemic failures to
69 events (27% of all doses, 82% of unsuccessful events).
Hypoglycemic failures: Among hypoglycemic failures at a threshold of 60 mg/dl
compared to successful deliveries, univariate analysis identified a greater odds of failure with
lower HbA1c (OR = 0.40, CI = 0.18 – 0.88, p = 0.024), higher glucagon dose (OR = 1.69, CI =
1.01 – 2.82, p = 0.047), single doses of glucagon (OR = 0.44 for multiple doses, CI = 0.23 –
0.86, p = 0.015), and higher wPE (OR = 1.81, CI = 1.28 – 2.55, p = 0.001). However, in a
multivariable model, only wPE, higher wDE and higher IOB were found to be significantly
associated with odds of failure and produced adjusted odds ratios of 3.49 (wPE), 2.73 (wDE),
and 1.14 (IOB) that were all significant (p<0.001) (see Table 2). The remaining variables as
outlined in table 2, when tested as a group, were not significantly associated with odds of failure
(p = 0.15). Using 70 mg/dl as the hypoglycemic threshold for failures did not affect results
obtained when applying the multivariable model, such that wPE, wDE, and IOB remained the
only significant factors associated with an increased risk of hypoglycemic failures (p < 0.001 for
all).

Hyperglycemic excursions: There were only 16 deliveries where glucose exceeded 180
mg/dl, and, in both univariate analysis and the multivariate model, no factors were found to be
significantly associated with greater odds of hyperglycemic excursions.
Subject Data: There were a total of 48 subjects (45.8% male) who underwent a total of 59
experiments during these 4 studies. The average age of subjects was 41.1 ± 11.7 years, average
weight was 78.1 ± 15.5 kg, average HbA1c was 7.5 ± 0.8 %, and average duration of diabetes
was 20.4 ± 11.1 years. Average 24 hour glucagon dose in mcg/day was 282 ± 269 (highest
1168.5) with interquartile range of 73.75 - 444.97, and there were only a few, mild adverse
events associated with glucagon delivery (nausea (6%), vomiting (2%)) that resolved without
consequence.
Delivery Data: Of all glucagon instances, 147 (59%) were delivered as multiple doses
before the refractory period activated, while 104 (41%) were single doses. Sensor
overestimation (relative difference (RD) > 20% if BG > 75 mg/dl, difference > 15% if BG ≤ 75
mg/dl) occurred in 16 (6%) instances, with an average overestimation of 34.6 ± 14.3%, while
underestimation (RD < -20% if BG > 75 mg/dl, difference < -15 mg/dl if BG ≤ 75 mg/dl) in 37
(15%) instances, with an average underestimation of -28 ± 9.2%. Nighttime delivery of glucagon
occurred 41% of the time (n = 103).
Estimation of glucose response to increased glucagon doses: A range of additional doses
were used in the model (0.2 – 1.2 mcg/kg), and the rate of hypoglycemic failures and
hyperglycemic excursions were then reanalyzed after the simulations. Figure 1 shows the change
in hypoglycemic and hyperglycemic occurrences after adjusting the dose of glucagon delivered
by the model, as well as the proportion of successes. The increase in the total number of
successes was maximized at additional doses of around 0.8 mcg/kg, above which the increase in

hyperglycemic excursions outweighed the improvement in hypoglycemic failures. There were 3
more successful deliveries overall at the 0.8 mcg/kg dose.

DISCUSSION
The concept of delivery exogenous glucagon to persons with type 1 diabetes (T1D) is
predicated on the fact that such individuals do not possess a normal endogenous mechanism for
control of their alpha cells. In the 1970’s, workers found strong evidence that the alpha cells of
persons with type 1 diabetes (TID) fail to respond appropriately to hypoglycemia (1). Later, it
was reported that individuals with the longest durations of T1D had the greatest degrees of
glucagon deficiency (2). Taken together with other studies, this report raised the possibility that a
paracrine source, namely beta cell deficiency, best explained the alpha cell differences based on
diabetes duration (3). Today, though the presence of marked alpha cell dysregulation in T1D is
widely accepted, the relative contribution of different causative mechanisms remains somewhat
controversial. For example, Ahren and colleagues found that the degree of insulin deficiency did
not predict the degree of glucagon secretory deficiency in TID (4), and that instead, perturbation
of autonomic neural input to the islet may be the primary culprit (5).
Because of alpha cell dysregulation, we and others have chosen to develop methods of
automatic administration of glucagon by coupling amperometric glucose sensing and
subcutaneous glucagon delivery with a dual hormone control algorithm. Though delivery of
small doses of glucagon usually prevents hypoglycemia, it is certainly not universally successful;
the current study addresses underlying factors associated with such success and failure.
In evaluating the success rate in the four studies chosen, we observed that the rate of
hypoglycemic failures after glucagon delivery was significantly associated with a more positive

wPE and wDE, as well as higher IOB at the time of the glucagon call, after accounting for the
effects of these individual factors. A more positive wPE occurs when glucose levels are further
below the glucagon target level, suggesting that hypoglycemic failures are more likely when
glucose levels are lower, as expected. Secondly, a more positive wDE occurs when glucose is
falling steeply, suggesting that hypoglycemic failures are also more likely when glucose is
rapidly falling. This seems logical, as rapidly falling glucose levels may not respond quickly
enough to the effects of glucagon in order to prevent hypoglycemia, especially if called for at
lower glucose levels (a more positive wPE). Therefore, adjusting the algorithm to call for
glucagon at higher glucose levels, and when glucose is falling more rapidly may be indicated in
order to prevent such failures from occurring. This could be accomplished by either raising the
target for the glucagon portion of the algorithm (currently set to 95 mg/dl), and/or by adjusting
the PE and DE gain factors to allow for earlier delivery of larger doses of glucagon (e.g.
increasing the magnitude of the DE gain, in particular, may allow doses to be called for at a
higher BG value for the same rate of fall in glucose). Because there were so few hyperglycemic
excursions above 180 mg/dl, we believe glucagon doses calculated by the algorithm can be
safely increased using higher gain factor magnitudes without resulting in excessive
hyperglycemia, in order to reduce the incidence of hypoglycemic failures. This hypothesis is
demonstrated in figure 1, where the success rate for glucagon is maximized by giving an
additional 0.8 mcg/kg above the dose of glucagon already delivered.
The Oregon bi-hormonal closed-loop system performed better than its uni-hormonal
counterpart to safely achieve glycemic goals in human studies (14). Additionally, some in silico
comparisons have also suggested that bi-hormonal control may be superior (27). However
studies also demonstrate that glucagon fails to prevent hypoglycemia 20-37% of the time

(14,20). There are several factors that have been proposed to be associated with glucagon failure.
Investigators have shown that high IOB could antagonize the effect of glucagon (14,22), and
correction for this accounted for about 46% of failures. This has proven true in our analysis as
well, since high IOB was strongly associated with hypoglycemic failures. Sensor inaccuracy is
another factor suggested to be associated with glucagon failure (28,29), although in the current
study, the closest available sensor error was not statistically linked to an increased risk of failure
in our analysis. Additionally, commercial glucagon itself is an unstable compound, as it
undergoes both physical and chemical changes over time (30,31), which could also impact upon
its effectiveness when using current commercial grade preparations. Moreover, because the
introduction of glucagon in closed-loop systems is a relatively new concept, there is a scarcity of
literature that evaluates controller parameters used to calculate glucagon doses. In this bihormonal system, the use of glucagon is strictly limited to impending or ongoing hypoglycemia
and glucagon is not delivered during hyperglycemia (a GLP-1 like effect), which minimizes the
extent of insulin over-delivery and prevents wide oscillations in glucose control. At the same
time, insulin infusion rates are scaled downwards for 50 minutes after glucagon delivery, to
achieve the same purpose. Underestimation or overestimation of glucagon doses could
potentially affect the success rate in achieving normoglycemia. Therefore tuning these controller
parameters could improve the effectiveness of glucagon, as discussed. It is important to
remember that tuning insulin infusion gain factors to prevent over-delivery of insulin and thus
reduce hypoglycemic occurrences would be important as well, even though the focus of this
paper was on the glucagon infusion subsystem. Yet still, the balance between preventing
hypoglycemia and preventing hyperglycemia is difficult to maintain with slowly absorbed
insulin alone, making the tuning of glucagon gain factors an important step.

The limitations of the current study include 1) its retrospective nature, 2) the fact that the
control algorithm had been updated after the first study (GvP) such that glucagon delivery was
scaled for insulin-on-board for the last three studies, 3) that the closest reference glucose values
used to calculate the sensor accuracy in some cases were obtained a long time before the
glucagon dose, and may therefore have led to an inability to detect the association between the
relative difference and the rate of success in this analysis, 4) analysis was performed using sensor
data (as reference blood glucose data were not sampled regularly in two of the four studies), and
5) the model of glucose dynamics in response to glucagon suggests that glucagon response is
proportional to the current glucose concentration, which is not physiologically rational and may
overestimate glucagon effect at high glucose values.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we provide an evaluation of factors affecting glucagon response in a bi-hormonal
closed-loop system. We observed that failure of glucagon deliveries to prevent hypoglycemia
occurred more frequently when glucagon is delivered while glucose is falling rapidly (high
wDE) and at a lower glucose threshold (high wPE). Therefore, raising the glucagon threshold
target and/or increasing gain factor magnitudes are likely to reduce hypoglycemic failures. We
show that a somewhat larger glucagon dose may not incur a large hyperglycemic penalty, and
can be utilized to safely prevent hypoglycemia. We also confirmed the previous assessment of
high IOB as a contributing factor to glucagon failure, suggesting that insulin infusion rates
should continue to be tailored according to predicted insulin effect (feedback control). We plan
to evaluate new target and/or gain factors for the glucagon algorithm, utilizing an integrated

model of glucagon action, which will help us determine if the changes proposed here are
appropriate.
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Table 1: Characteristics of the four studies reviewed. (G = glucose values 50 minutes after
glucagon dose).

Study
Description

Subjects
(male)

Glucagon
Deliveries

10 (5)

Experiments
(Automated
Y=yes, N=no)
10 (N)

Hypoglycemia
(G < 60)

Hyperglycemia
(G > 180)

54

Successful
Deliveries
(60 ≤ G ≤ 180)
47

Glucagon vs. Placebo
(GvP): a study of
glucagon vs. placebo
using a modified PID
system (FMPD) in a
closed-loop setting.
Steroid Study (SS): a
study comparing the
response of an adaptive
system (APD) vs. FMPD
to changes in insulin
sensitivity with oral
steroids.
In-patient Study (IP):
an in-patient study of an
automated version of the
APD system described in
(32)
Out-patient Study
(OP): an out-patient,
hotel study using the
automated APD system.

4

3

14 (9)

25 (N)

102

63

30

9

13 (6)

13 (Y)

65

56

6

3

11 (2)

11 (Y)

30

29

0

1

Table 2: Variables included in the analysis of glucagon success rate, showing results of both
univariate and multivariate analysis, expressed as odds ratios. Only the last three variables were
included in the final, reduced model.

Factor
Age (years)
*Sex (male)
Weight (kg)
Diabetes Duration
(years)
HbA1c (%)
Glucagon dose
(mcg/kg)
*Automation of
delivery
*Nighttime delivery
*Multiple doses
Weighted PE (per
1000 increase)
Weighted DE (per
1000 increase)
Insulin On Board
(units)

UNIVARIATE ANALYSIS
Odds ratio for
p-values
hypoglycemic failures
1.04 (0.99 – 1.08)
0.165
3.0 (0.85 – 10.55)
0.087
1.01 (0.98 – 1.05)
0.69
1.04 (0.99 – 1.09)
0.133

MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS
Odds ratio for
p-values
hypoglycemic failures
1.03 (0.97 – 1.09)
0.291
2.54 (0.65 – 10.0)
0.183
0.99 (0.94 – 1.02)
0.460
1.01 (0.96 – 1.07)
0.617

0.4 (0.18 – 0.88)
1.69 (1.01 – 2.82)

0.024
0.047

0.48 (0.18 – 1.29)
1.45 (0.44 – 4.79)

0.148
0.541

0.26 (0.07 – 1.0)

0.05

0.56 (0.14 – 2.5)

0.469

0.76 (0.22 – 2.54)
0.44 (0.23 – 0.86)
1.81 (1.28 – 2.55)

0.66
0.015
0.001

1.26 (0.91 – 1.77)

0.163

1.04 (1.0 – 1.09)

0.068

0.69 (0.23 – 2.02)
0.71 (0.34 – 1.48)
3.74 (2.27 – 6.15)
†3.49 (2.26 – 5.39)
3.23 (1.67 – 6.26)
†2.73 (1.75 – 4.27)
1.10 (1.00 – 1.21)
†1.14 (1.06 – 1.22)

0.495
0.364
< 0.001
†< 0.001
< 0.001
†< 0.001
0.044
†< 0.001

*Modeled as categorical variables, †results from reduced multivariate model

Figure 1: Results of simulation analysis with increasing additional doses of glucagon, showing
changes in the number of successes, hypoglycemic failures, and hyperglycemic excursions.
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